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Benl1ett Place state Historic Site, where General Joseph E Johnston's 
surrender to General William T~ Sherman effectively ended the Civil War in 
the southeast, is a smctll farm complex located on 30~ acres of open fields 
and woods The farmplace, which consists of a house, kitchen, and smoke-
house typical of hundreds that dotted the North Carolina Piedmont in 
the mid-nineteenth century@ The original house where the two generals met 
for the surrender talks burned in 1921 but has been reconstructed, using 
materials of the period0 

The present farmhouse is a one-story log structure covered by weather
boards with a gable roof and a shed addition on the rear The original 
exterior end chimney of uncoursed field stone stands on the north side and 
is protected by an extension of the shingle roof. The main block consists 
of one large room entered through a central entrance on the east facadeo 
rfhe room is furnished with pieces resOlnbling those appearing in the skotches rn 
of the surrender proceedings It is lighted by two windows, one in the 
center of the south wall and the other to the left of the late-Georgian 
mantel on the north wall .An enclosed stair rises in two flights from the 
right side of the fireplace to a finished attic 

The shed addition consists of two small rooms. The south room is 
furnished as a bedI'oom; the other has been converted into an interpretive 
area with exhibits that depict the events that led up to the m~ing of 
Johnston and Sherman at Bennett Place 

n 
To the east of the house are the log kitchen and smokehouse Both -f 

have gable roofs and board and batten doors with strap hinges The kitchen, 
which has a wide stone fireplace, contains a collection of early nineteenth 
century cooking utensils. 
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It is known that as early as 1789 a dwelling occupied a site near or 
perhaps on that of the present reconstructed Bennett Place This early 
building was the residence of Thomas Couch, Sr., and was deeded to John 
G. Rencher in 1789 The property passed through various hands until 1846, 
when it was deeded by Willis B :Dillard to James Bennett. Bennett (Bennit ), 
a cobbler, distiller, blacksmith, and farmer, paid Dillard $400 for two 
tracts of land near each other in what was then Orange County. One tract 
contained 189 acres, ~ other 135 9 acres. Bennett and his family were 
Ii ving on the property in 1865 as the Civil War drew to an endo 

When Lee surrendered to Grant at Appomattox, Virginia, on April 9, 
1865, General Joseph Eo Johnaon realized the futility of the Confederate 
war effort. Despite the wishes of Jefferson Davis he prepared to surrende 
all tl~ Confederate forces in the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida to 
General William Tecumseh Sherman These armies of more than 89,000 men 
constituted the largest Confederate force then remaining; they represented 
in fact, a larger group than the approximately 40,000 Lee surrendered 
at Appomattoxo 

At the Battle of Bentonville (March 19-21), Sherman had defeated 
Johnston BY mid-April, Sherman was located in Raleigh while Johnston 
was encamped in Hillsborougho The two generals agreed to meet to nego
tiate terms of surrender and settled on a meeting place on the road 
between Durham Station and Hillsborough 

On the morning of April -17, 1865, the generals with their parties met 
as plannedo Since Sherman wished for a private place to tali<, Johnston 
suggested a small farmhouse he had pa.ssed on the way. Thus by chance the 
Beilll.ett house wa.s selected as the scene of the' last major surrender of 
the Civil War The discussions lasted until the evening of April 18, when 
the two gen:l"als arrived at an equitable "basis of agreement." After 
serious intervening complications, they met again on April 26 to sign a 
final, much more stringent settlement. 

After James Bennett's death about 1877, the house passed to his wife, 
Nancy, and from her to Berta Bennett Shields (Bennett's granddaughter), 
who sold the house to Brodie L .. :Duke. The Bennett house burned in 1921 
Two years later the family of S~auel T. Morgan bought the site and pre
sented it to the state of North Carolina 
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Bennett Place was dedicated as a state historic site in 1923 Numerous 
donations have been made in addition to the original land gift. A gift from 
Mrs. Magruder Dent in 1958 made possible the reconstruction of the Bennett 
house.. The restoration, which used materials from the nearby 1804 Billy 
Proctor house, incorporates the original chimney from James Bennett's house 

As the site of the surrender of General Joseph E. Johnston to General 
William T .. Sherman, which essentially ended the Civil War in the southeast, 
Bennett Place assumed by the chance convenience of its location a permanent 
place in American history. 
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Durham County Records, State mpartrnent of Archives and History, 
North Carolina (Subgroups Deeds, Wills, Estate Papers, 
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